Upland, Indiana, Dec. 9, 1919

I. P. A. NUMBER

Intemperance wipes out God's image
and stamps it -with the counterfeit die of
the devil; intemperance smites a healthy
body with disease from head to heel, and
makes it more loathsome than the leprosy
ofNaaman or the sores of Lazarus; in
temperance dethrones man's reason, and
hides her bright beams in the mystic
clouds that roll round the shattered tem
ple of the human soul, curtained with
midnight.

-—John B. Gough.
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HOT SHOTS FROM "SAM"

Rev. Sam Polovina came to Taylor
Some people wouldn't tell the truth
on Nov. 20th as was reported in the unless they thought a lie wouldn't fit.
last issue of the Echo. He stayed
Evil reports are like rolling snow
until the 24th preaching at both the balls, the farther they go the larger
morning and evening services. Bro. they get.
Sam, as he chooses to be called had a
Instead of being a backslider why
wonderful story to tell of his life. In not be an onward worker.
each of his sermons he illustrated the
If you haven't anything else to do
various points of his discourse by in- it would be in place for you to attend
cidents drawn from his life. These to your own business.
illustrations were very forcefull and
You may pray for the Holy Spirit
struck the truth deep into the hearts until your tongue gets tired, but he
of the audience. He was original, will never come until you quit fighting
humorous and had jestures which were Holiness.
very commendable. Bro Sam never
A fountain pen runs to fast when
attended public school a day in his nearly empty. So does a tongue of
life but received what education he a empty heart.
has by private study, observation in
s;n is the greatest evil this side of
his travel and by coming in contact hell.
•
with other men. He has been around
'j he gospel has stood the test for
the world, making quite an extensive ag-'s and has no* lost its power.
trip through the Holy Land. He also
To be a public man means for you
has been in forty six of our states. 't0 become a target of criticism, abuse
During the war, Sam was under the ar(q slander.
employment of the U. S. Government
Gay hold, hold on, never turn loose
working in behalf of the libery loans, and you will holl out.
etc.
A regenerated man believes in holiOn Sunday the 23rd Bro. Sam ness from his hat to his heels.
preached at the M. E. church' in UpWhich had you rather hear people
land before a large and attentive aud- d0; shout or snore while in church.
ience. His sermon was on the power
Some people have fought the will
of God. All present had their inner 0f God until they have no more conlife stired and resolved in their hearts science than a brass monkey.
to live a more devoted life. At the
God ;s a boly God, Jesus is a Holy
close of the service an offering was Savior, the Holy Ghost is a Holy
taken and the people of Upland and Spirit and heaven is a Holy place,
vicinity responded in a splendid man- blow, in the name of reason, why
ner as they always do on such oc- sbouid you get so stirred up when you
cassions. In the evening an offering gee men an(j women seeking holiness
was taken at the college and a sub- of heart and life.
stantial fund was added to the mornGod-s will is the cheapest thing
ing offering.
in pr0p0rtion to its value.
The student body was sorry to see
God doeg not endorse laziness any
Sam leave but previous engagements more than he does sin
prevented him from staying longer.
At his departure, however, the revival
did not dose. With the splendid the- THE PAST THANKSGIVING
ological faculty that Taylor has it
was decided that the meeting should
i^le post Thanksgiving season has
be continued by them. Dr. Vayhinger, Prof. Shaw, and Prof. Wray did been one unique in the history of
the preaching. Several went forward Taylor as well as in that of the nation,
and were saved; others received deep- If seems that never before have we
so fully realized how much we have
er works of grace.
It is to be hoped, that although the i° t>e truly thankful for. The years
revival meeting has stopped, the re- °f conflict, through which we have just
vival will still continue. We are sure passed, have instilled in us a deeper
that in the early church souls were appreciation of liberty and national
saved without going to the alter or ideals of a high order. "Americanwithout any so called protracted meet- ism" has come to mean to us someings. God has made it possible that thing more than mere National Spirit;
whosoever will call upon the name of rather, it embodies the fulfillment of
his Son shall be saved regardless of the most righteous desires of humantheir location. Let not those who are ity. With Bolshevism rampant, with
seeking after a victorous life in Christ nations split into factions eyeing each
cease seeking until they find the peace other over cold steel, in the midst of
and satisfaction which He has prom- a world seething with strife and turised.
moil, it is indeed fitting that we turn

with a sincere thankfulness to Him
who has preserved us.
The tone of deep seriousness in the
Thanksgiving exercises of the school
was very marked. We feel greatly
indebted to Mr. Kemp for his splendid efforts in presenting us with a
Chapel program at once novel and inspiring. Without doubt, this service
was one of the most impressive ever
held at Taylor in commemoration of
the early settlers. The fundamental
note of the service may well be expressed in the words of Paul, "In all things
give thanks," a spirit of Thanksgiving
not only for our material sustenance
but also for the manifold blessings of
a spiritual nature. Patriotism and
Christian influence were combined
both in the address of Dr. Vayhinger
and in the music conducted by Prof,
Stant, Mr. Boat, and the Taylor
Quartett.
The vacation was mainly a period
of welcome rest and recuperation, a
preparation for the resumption of
school work. The revival meetings
continued every night and were a
great blessing to those who remained
at school. The trend of many lives
was changed and made conformable
to the will of God.
Greater than genuis, greater than
power, greater than riches, is the
ability to pour out one's life for the
uplifting of others.—C. S. Cooper.
—

DON'T READ THIS
..

for anythlng. m the nature of an ad"
vertlsement ls

usually not read. How-

eve,r'. We Wlsh to say that if you miss
making a "umber of choices from

splendid selection of Calendars and
Mottoes which Mr. Kemp has for sale,
you will miss a good chance to give
some one a very heIPfuI and pleasing
Christmas present. He has real works
of art and you will be pleased to look
:hem over. Call and leave your order soon so he can give you prompt
service.
Mr. Noah Webster and other noted
authorities inform us that the creamed
cheese "preperr.tion" such as is frequently served at the dinning hall
should be spelled and pronounced
Welsh-rabbit instead of the corrupted
form rarebit.
Mr. Prust on one of those frosty
mornings in the chapel announced in
sonorous tones; ''Will any one who
has removed from Sudio No. 11, a
piece of music entitled "Softly falls
the Summer Sunset," kindly return
same to me. Clamorous applause
followed his announcement.
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in Lagro, Ind., over Thanksgiving.
Messrs Teed and Brown met Mr.
Abraham Wesley Pugh at the station
at 2:04 last Wednesday morning.
Most people, especially Alice Odella
and Harold Slagg were glad to see
him as they now hope to get some
mail.
The Thanksgiving baths have not
arrived,and we won't be here at Christ
mas , so the best we can do is to hope
for a good clean up at Commence
ment time.
Mr. Ebby spent the vacation at his
home in Detroit.

LOCAL NOTES

Miss Sprague and Miss Wesler were
entertained by Emma and Anna
Michael at their home in Tipton, Ind.
While Miss slagg accompained Miss
Atkinson to her home in Amboy, Ind.
Mliss Rector visited Miss Mable
Webster of Knightstown, Ind., over
the holiday.
Miss Ogletree is assisting with the
singing at a revival meeting being
held at Amboy, Ind.
Miss Lula Whitaker spent the vacation at her home near Hartford
City.

Well, the Bachelors had a very
merry time one evening a week or so
ago, but still you notice that none
of them lost that longing and wistful
expression of the face.
This last week Miss Ruth Courtner,
a former Taylor student, visited her
sister Enola. She intends re-entering school soon.
MY Burke White spent the last
week-end with Mr. George Fenstermacher on the Taylor Campus. Geo.
n
., , . .
f
,,
Get your Christmas Cards,
Folders,
said that it seemed good to see an old 8ealSi Booklets, etc. at Yeater Printing
friend after being separated so long. Co., Upland. —adv.
The Hon. Editor-in-Chief of the
Mr. Job Winters vacationed at
Taylor University Echo, wishing to Greenville, Ohio.
show the old time but rare editorial
Last Saturday and Sunday evenings
courtesy met the Hon. Ass. Editor of Percy Boat helped Floyd Seelig with
said paper who returned to his duties the singing in the revival meetings
on the early Wednesday morning train, held at the Grace M. E. church in
Last Tuesday the English 12 class Hartford City.
found themselves in sore need of
Raymond Elliott spent Thanksgivshock-absorbers when Prof. Carl asked ing at his home in Wabash, Ind.
all those who came unprepared to
Francis Brown took his flivver home
leave the room. As a result about a on the day before Thanksgiving and
half a dozen enjoyed a compulsory returned the following Monday with
vacation. The strike seemes to be an Overland. That's one thing that
lasting yet.
Brownie has to be thankful for.
Lenore Franze spent the ThanksMr. OrviLIe French spent the vagiving vacation at her home in Au- cation at his home in Shellbyville,
burn, Ind., with her father and mother. Indiana.
Last week-end Miss Gruble enterOn Thanksgiving the University
tained Mr. Burton, of Akron. Ohio, ouartett sang at two meetings which
Mr. Burke spent the Thanksgiving Brother Sam held at Parker City, Ind.
vacation with relatives in New CoryLast Tuesday morning Bro. Sam
don, Ind. He also attended the meet- was back among his friends at Taylor
ing of the Fort Wayne district of the and incidently enjoyed a good dish of
Methodist church held at Fort Wayne noodles.
last Monday.
Mr. Webster was at home in
Emma Williams visited relatives at Knightstown during the vacation.
Rosewood, Ohio last week.
Mr. Albright took the ThanksgivMiss White and Miss Brooks were ing vacation as an excuse to go to
in Marion a week ago Saturday. We Farmland, Ind. We haven't the least
suspect that Miss White visited the idea why he went.
dentist again.
Mr. Whitmore accompanied Mr.
Miss Aileen Kendrick was in Chi- Runner to his home in Greenville.
cago visiting friends over Thanks- Ohio, for Thanksgiving holidays.
giving.
Mr. John Dewey Skow spent the
„ - „ . , ,
. .. , ,
„
.
, . T jv
t
i •
Prof. Fortenbacher visited her par- week-end in Indianapolis.
Local inents over the Thanksgiving vacation, terost seemed to be lacking.
During the Thanksgiving vacation
Mr. Ira Roberts was at his home

Mr. Roller was at his home
in
Arcade, Ohio.
Miss Mary Wilkins, Charles Shilling and George Fenstermacher enjoyed a most wonderful oyster supper at the home of Mr. Yeater on
Mrs. Yeater's birthday. It must be
confessed that George got most if not
all of the oysters.
Miss Cora Stephens one of last
year's graduates entertained a group
of Taylorites at her home on Friday,
Nov. 28. If you have ever been to
the Stephen's home you are already
convinced that a good time was had
,
.,
by alL
Misses Ruth and Gilberta Wray
visited their father and mother over
the Thanksgiving holidays,
Prof. Hoffman, of Bluffton, Ind.,
visited the school last Tuesday,
A class for the training of Sunday
school teachers was organized at the
home of M. H. Stephens a week
ago Monday evening. Prof. Glazier
is the teacher. Any who wish to join
may speak to either Mr. Dunlap or
Mr. Haltermah.
Misse Etta Hall has been suffering
from havoc which was made in her
jaw by a certain Marion dentist.
Moral: Beware of the Dentist.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross J. Hutsinpiller
are enjoying a visit from Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Davis, lyho are on their
wedding journey. Mr. Davis is Mrs.
Hutsinpiller's brother. His bride was
Miss Rosa Parker, of Kalamazoo,
Mich. They were married Thanksgiving day and will reside in Dickey
county, N. D.
—.
Dr and Mrg Monroe yayhinger entortained for Thanksgiving dinner
Rev. Frank Collier and son Loren, of
Flora, Indiana; Mrs. Thomas Sedwick
and daughters Ruth and Culla Pearl,
°f Indianapolis; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Vayhinger and son, John Monroe and
Collier of this place.
wfs ™ Indianapolis
,Iast
^week
to attend a meeting of the
•
officers of the Indiana ^ M
Teachers Association, of which he is
secretary.
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A MONTH'S TRIP INTO THE At one point we were told that we
would save several hours walk by tak
INTERIOR OF AFRICA

ing a side path over the hill. We
Miss Annie McGhie, formerly preMiss Sadie Miller received a very gladly did this but afterwards for
ciptress and Professor of Taylor, has
just returned to her home after a visit interesting letter from Rev. J. C. Wen- fifteen minutes, Bishop at least wished
in the east with Prof. Munro and Prof. getz, a former graduate of Taylor, we had taken the long way. When
who is now district superintendent in we were far up the mountain the car
Cobb.
Alvin Jonathan King, a former one of the most important appoint avan and myself were somewhat scat
piano Prof, of Taylor is teaching at a ments in Africa. The letter was in tered while Bishop, Mr. Smyres and a
part as follows:
native boy were ahead. Suddenly
large college at Kansas City Mo.
For a number of years it has been there appeared and confronted them a
Rev. Clarance Fisk has returned
from the south and has again taken our heart's desire and prayer to God band of about sixty of the real-forup work in southern Indiana. Clar that the African in the interior and sure warriors, armed with guns, bows,
ence Fisk, jr., came to their home on eastern part of Angola might have knives and war clubs. The Bishop,
November 14. The present home is the Gospel. Although thus far our having learned many of their words
own appointments and duties have and seeing the situation in which he
at Montozuma, Indiana.
Melvin Snead has recently been held us to the west of tha desirable was placed, began to smile and greet
made Major in the engineering corps field.
them with "moio" on every side. At
Several months ago our hearts were first, no one replied; but they could
of the O. R. C. at Berwyn. He is at
present doing engineering work there. made glad when we learned that not resist his smile and p easant man
News comes to us that Mrs. Barton Bishop Johnson, as head and director ner and so when one ventured to break
R. Pogue is in the hospital at Boston, of our work in Africa, was planning the stillness with a return to the
undergoing an operation. We, the to make the trip across the continent, greting, "moio, moio, moio" came from
Alumni and students of Taylor, wish and gladder still when at our last every side. David, the native boy
conference he asked me to accompany was instructed to tell them our busi
her a speedy recovery.
We have been infomed the Rev. D. him and his secretary, Rev. R. S. ness in the country and that we were
A. Glaze is making plans to return to Smyres, of the Congo Mission, on this not there for anything evil to them
The trip was planned but that we were their friends and
Taylor next year. At present he is journey.
through the belt for which our church came to tell them of SUKU. They
at Napoleon, Ohio.
Miss Orrel Allen, of the class of '13 is directly responsible, and my journey listened, and then with war frown
writes a very interesting letter to was to end at the Cassai river, our disappearing from their faces they
Dean Ayers, stating her appreciation eastern boundary.
replied, "Kiabema, kiabema," which
for Taylor and what the school meant
As we knew nothing of the language being interpreted is, "allright, or
to her. She also sent a gift to the of the tribes we were to pass through very good," and then they. suddenly
school to show her appreciation in a and visit, we took with us four native disappeared again as they had
material way.
men from Quiongua and Malanje to came. That day we chose to walk as
Eld. Asa W. Climenhaga, of the help us with our baggage, carriers, far as possible and so lengthen the
class of '19 is teaching school at food and problems in general. We distance between us and that dingy
Grantham, Pa. He writes that he wore informed that there was an auto hill.
is enjoying his work very much but road all the way to Mona-Kimbundu
On Sunday evening we told them
says that he is heavily loaded.
which was seventeen day's march that we would start early next morn
Charles P. Culver is at Changhi from the Cassai, and to hurry matters ing to Suarimo the capitol of the
teaching in the M. E. Mission in the and save our feet, Bishop hired an Lunda District. Again the chief came
Middle school which is co-educational. auto truck. Into this we piled bag to visit us. He brought his body
There are twelve foreign workers with and baggage, and on July 8th began guard with him and after some more
several Chinese assistants. There is our journey. The first day there was questions he turned to the Bishop and
• a large church in the Compound and nothing unusual. At night we were for some time poured forth such an
also one in the city.
very kindly entertained by a Portu eloquent plea for the gospel we had
Mr. Culver writes that his brother guese planter.
been telling him and his people so
Ellworth died about a week after he
Near our first native village found much about and such a plea for schools
returned from France in the govern in the wilderness we made our camp. and heip to civilization and a know
ment hospital at New York. Ells There were perhaps two hundred huts ledge of the things of God, that our
worth spent several months in the in the village and the inhabitants had hearts came to our throats and we
service overseas. He was well known on less than than ten yards of clcth turned aside to spill a few tears. He
among the student body of Taylor I believe . Their hair dress, painted told us of the many people who were
and they with the Alumni regret to faces, big rings through their ears going to die without the gospel and
hear the sad news.
and on their arms and ankles, long about the young who were growing up
Mr. John D. Skow received a letter sharp sticks through their ears and to be like them and their fathers un
from his sister Lillian and her husband noses, reminded me of the pictures I less we showed our love for them and
Clinton J. Bushey. They are located had seen. Bishop was amusing some came to teach them these things. He
at M. E. South Mission, Compound, of the women with his camera, hoping offered us lands to build on and to
Sung Kiang, K. U. China studying that some of us might get pictures of farm, men to help us build, and point
the native language.
them, when a man came running up, ing around to the country on all sides
crying at the top of his voice, leaping of him said, "all the children in those
I dare not more fret than I dare in the air and swinging his arms tell villages are for your schools if you
ing them to run, for the white man will come back and help us to know
curse and swear.—John Wesley.
Keep thy heart with all diligence would write their faces and spirits in these things you have been telling us
for out of it are the issues of life.— the box and they would die. Many of about. Then he urged to get a prom
them fled like rats to their huts.
Bible.
ise from us that we would come back
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and stay with him. All we could tell
him was that maybe sometime we
would come, at least we would try to
get some means of travel so that we
could come two or three time a year.
We want to go each.-year if possible.
Some better means of travel would
easily make this possible and then
each dry season we could spend a
month in there spreading the gospel,
until we can open a permanent work.
The road is complete but thus far the
autos are rather scarce.
At Saurimo also, we were urged by
the governor to open work among the
natives there. Here the people are
from the large framed healthy Kiokos.
They are workers in iron. I saw axes,
knives, files and war weapons that
made me take a second look to be
sure they were not machine made.
They show much independence, origi
nality and ability. My heart longs to
see a work opened among these people.
The government has invited us; the
people have besought us; what shall
we do?
Yours for the gospel among people.
C. J. WENGATZ.
A copy of letter received November
14, 1919 by I. P. A.
"Catholic Alliance of the Cross"
Austrian Empire Federation.
Headquarters Volksheilzentrale, Graz.
Honourable Intercollegiate Prohibition
Association, United States, America.
The war against alcoholism, which
America has brought to victory, is
just in its beginnings here.
The Catholic Alliance of the Cross,
the largest abstinence society in the
Austrian Empire, desire to take ad
vantage of the present moment of
family and social suffering to accom
plish a great work of temperance.
In view of the fact that the American
brother society, which we envy in its
success, has taken a mighty step for
ward in its burdens,,, .ye permit our
selves the hopeful inquiry if your or
ganization cannot cjj>h|e tisj fur assist
tance. According to the news, indeed,
the American societies are already
carrying the war against alcoholism
into Europe. We place ourselves at
your command as shock troops. In
the hope that we have not asked in
vain, we sign with friendly greetings."
Give me a standing place and I
will move the world.—Archimedes.
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"THE DOOR TO NEW YORK"
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Northeast Corner Square
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MARION'S LEADING
?
LADIES READY TO WEAR I
SHOP.
|

M. MEYER
The Goldsmith
MARION, IND.
We made the 1920 Class Jew
elry for the following schools:
Marion H. S., Gas City H. S.,
Fairmount H. S., LaFontaine H.
S., Van Buren H. S., Fairmount
Academy.

Why Not You?

My adjustments for "Flu" is a safe-guard to you.
Treated 175 cases—Lost 3.
Some Record—Isn't it.

W. A. THOMPSON, D. C.
402-3-4 Marion Nat. Bank Bldg.
MARION, IND.
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

T

"THE BEST PLACE TO TRADE AFTER ALL"

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS
AND STOVES

Hoover's

••'•if

The Leading Home Furnishers
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
CASH OR CREDIT.

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS

•* "tttatattssttt

Now For An Old-Fashioned Christmas
—STRAUSS

MARION, INDIANA.

Successors to the Goldthait Store.
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MISSIONARY LETTER.

they made off into the jungle.
We
——
could see them quite plainly by the
We are herewith publishing a let- clear moonlight. There were four big
ter from R. G. Hastings, Lalitpur, U. deer> evidently the Neilgai, and two
UPLAND, IND.
P., India. Rev. Hastings is one of wild hogg a ]ittle furtber doWn the
Taylor's missionaries and we are in- ghore Ag it was too far to shoot by
debted to C. E. Van Valer of Gas City moonlight, we went back to our camp,
for the letter. Van Valer and HastThe next evening it was dark
and
ings attended Taylor at the same time cloudy. The two native preachers and
a number of years ago.
j wenb out to our evening meeting
Once last winter, while I was camp- about dark; ieaving the one young
H. T. CONNELLY, President
ing in the hills 20 miles south of Lil- man
watch our camp. When we
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier
itpur, on our evangelistic tour, I was returned, about 8:30 p. m., we found
awakened one night by a strange noise that gome robbers had cailed ..vhile we
at the edge of the jungle, near our were away They came ou1 of the
camp. I supposed it was some large jung.lej three of thenl; with two guns
animal calling, and awakened the 0nd a drawn SWOrd. They asked the
young man who sleeps in my tent, and boy on guard whoge tentg thege werCi
asked what it was. He said he had what we were dojng ther6) and if
never heard anything like it before, there were any gung or valuables
and we decided it must be the call of about_ They geemed quit(, interested
The Mecca for Students for
a samphar (a large deer, something in my motorcyclei which wasin my
like the American elk). It was too tent, and said they had never seen
dark to hope to get a shot at it, so we one before. When they were con
went back to sleep.
vinced that we were religious teachers,
For four nights we remained in this
as the boy said, and tha^ there were
camp, having a splendid meeting in
no valuables about, they made the
the village near camp every evening,
. . .
,
. . . .
b o y promise n o t t o spread a n alarm,
UPLAND, IND.
and visiting the neighboring villages
' , ,
. ,
,.
,.
,.
... and left without disturbing anything.
in the day time. We saw some wild
H. G. HASTINGS.
pigs once, and several times saw some
P. S.—We are expecting to come
of the big deer, called Weilgai, or
to America two years from next
Blue Bulls, in English. They look as
, ...
.
...
.
spring. I am going to buy a second
much like a horse as anything else, as
°
'
, hand Ford then,' and ride the thing to
IK OTI
™ > I I/-»•»->
OTITOW n n r h
hoir
hnuHc:
they gallop
away
with ttheir
heads
pieces. Will be out at Taylor some
held high.
A. C. Prust, Mgr.
time. I can't afford a Ford out here.
The next week we moved further
The blamed things sell for $1,100 new
into the hills, and had some good meet
A Complete Line of
and gas is 75c a gallon, tires and re
ings in a group of villages (which
CONKLIN FOUNTAIN PENS
pairs in proportion. So I get on with
were not on my map, as the map is
any Style You May Desire.
a motor bike and side car.
old, and the villages built rather re
BOOKS, STATIONERY, AND
cently.
SUPPLIES.
After three days in this place, we THE CHARACTER OF
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
What We Don't Have We Gladly
moved on again to a town called DudOrder.
I think Benjamin Franklin is one
hai. This was a town that I had heard
The of the representative men of America
of often, but never visited.
houses were built of rough stones, and in his character, excepting only one
about half of them were uninhabited, point that I shall treat of in the
and in various stages of decay. There latter part of this paper,
were two tall Hindoo temples, built of
1. He was a self made man.
DO YOU TAKE
great rough stones, without fashionIt is said that "his formal education
ing or mortar, and with the appear- was ended prematurely in his eleventh
ance of great age. The town gave one year. But he was very fond of reading
Our Mail Order Department will
rather a depressing feeling; it was al- from early childhood and he bought
give you prompt returns.
most like a deserted village.
and read many good books with the
We pitched our camp near the road little money that he could get. Not
on the edge of the village with a small only these books, but he borrowed
lake on one side, and the dense jungle much literature from his friends and
or forest on the other.
often sat up and studied very diligentThe Wilora. Hartford City, Ind. i'
The second night I was awakened U a" the night, even after a day's
about 1:20 a. m. by a violent splash- hard labor, in order to return these
ing in the lake. The young man who borrowed volumes in the morning,
sleeps in my tent and x went out to How he was a self-made man is very
the shore of the lake, and saw some obvious from the famous anecdote
big animals playing in the water at of how he accomplished his developthe edge of the lake some distance ment as a prose writer by making the
from our tent, along where the lake best use of Addison's Spectator,
bordered the thick jungle. I got my
In such away he had studied and I
rifle and we went down that way, but cultured himself and became at last |
Opp Postoffice.
Hartford City
before we got close enough for a shot "the first philosopher and indeed the *

Upland State Bank

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit,
$8,000.00

A. DICKERSON

Eats, Dry Goods
Notions
A. DICKERSON

0

Taylor University
Book Store

KODAK PICTURES?

BUR RIS-SMITH
KODAK SERVICE

t DR. W. D. PLACE I
Dentist
f
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Gifts That Appeal
To Home-Loving People
FOR FATHER AND MOTHER

f |j|ge

Bookcases, Rockers, Electric Sweepers, Vacuum
Sweepers, Beds, Rugs, Dining Tables, Buffetts,
Chiffoniers, Library Tables, China Closets, Floor
Lamps, Maytag Electric Washers, Talking
Machines.
FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS

Doll Carts, Kiddie Cars, Rockers, High Chairs,
Beds, Blankets, Sleds, Writing Desks.
3\
.it HlL

Make your selection early and have it laid away.
A small payment will hold it for you.

19/ FURNITURE CI.
Phone 11

£

Upland, Ind,

%
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first great man of letters" in America. equally in all points, that is, not ec
In Smiles' Self-help it is written that centric, but very rich in common sense.
"heaven helps those who help them
Accordingly, he lacked profound
Dentist
selves." This immortal proverb was spiritualism in his character and in f
Phone
1235
Rooms
406-7 Glass Blk. t
the truth in him.
his work. Truly he was well cen
Marion,
Ind.
j
2. He was a practical man.
sured when an impartial writer who
Like Abraham Lincoln and many had composed the introduction to
other great men, Franklin was of Franklin's autobiography criticised
humble parentage and he helped in him as we can read in the following
his father's. trade "cutting wicks for quotation:
the candles—attending the shop, going
"His greatness is revealed not in f
From
on errands." He was also bound again
elevation
but in extension, not in in
and again to labor as an apprentice
under many printers. Thus he had sight but in understanding, not in im J 406 S. Adams.
Marion, Ind. i
to struggle for his own existence and agination, but in practical reason, not J
Phones 552 and 750
f
he learned thoroughly from his own in spiritual vision but in broad, varied
personal experiences, that this real and useful productivity."
5. But when we reflect on his life
world was a world of struggles and
as a whole, he lived a very useful life
sufferings.
As a result, the point for which he and contributed to the progress of I Repairing and Accessories |
aimed was not a part from the practic mankind, especially to America when
1 axi Service
al questions of this real life. So when she had launched upon the untried I
he had occupied a high social position ocean of the War of Independence. |Phone 33R2
Jonesboro, Ind. j
he undertook many social works to And surely he may declare openly,
promote public interest and contribut "this good fortune has induced me
ed not a little to the works of educa sometimes £o say that if it were left
tion, of colonization, of communication to my choice I should have no objec
SEE KILEY'S FOR YOUR
and municipal government, not speak tion to going over the same life from
ing of his merits as ambassador in its beginning to its end, wishing only
Paris and as the investigator on light to change some incidents of it for
others more favorable."
ning.

I W.E.WAGONER

j Say It With Flowers I

| Marion Floral Co.

j

j HARRIS GARAGE j

SHINGO OSAKO.

3. He was a man who had developed

Fall and Winter
Footwear

FOR MEN, FOR LADIES.
Nettleton's, J. & K.'s, Selby's,
Florsheim's.

KILEY SHOE CO.

Only 12 More Shopping Days
Until Christmas
And this store is brim full of many useful
and practical gifts for Men and Women.
It will pay you to visit this store and in=
spect our merchandise.
GIFTS FOR MEN
Silk Shirts,
Beautiful Silk Ties,
Gloves,
Mufflers,
Hose,
'Kerchiefs,
Sweaters,
House Slippers,
Many other useful gifts
for men will be found
here.

GIFTS FOR WOMEN
Ready to Wear Such as
Coats, Suits, Blouses,
Separate Skirts, Furs,
Silk Underwear,
Handkerchiefs,
Jewelry,
Pretty lace collars,
Umbrellas,
Purses,
Gloves,
House Slippers,

ERVIN'S
Shop Early

Hartford City

|

North Side Square. Marion, Ind.
Special discount given to Tay
lor University students.

For man9
years
die Larrimer
Art Shop
at Marion
has made
good pictures
for T. U. Students.
Some have tried
other Studios
But—
die}) all

Shop Now

come back.
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LONG'S
Most thoroughly equipped Cleaning and Dying
plant in State
QUALITY CLEANERS AND DYERS
e 120 W. 3rd street
Established 1893 Marion, Ind.
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H. E. KINNEAR
Jeweler & Diamond Merchant
Marion, Ind.
Indiana Theatre Bldg.

Announcing,
The Opening
of the small wares "Gift Shop"—being a distinct depart
ment, set apart from the rest of the store—and in which
you will find countless numbers of attractive, useful Gift
Things at prices as low as a dollar or so—Book Ends—
Dandle Sticks—Smoker Sets—Desk Damps—Tiny Night
Lamps—Nut Sets—Vases—Flower Centers—-Chests of Sil
verware—Art Metal Lamps—Sewing Cabinets—Serving
Trays—Muffin Stands—Ash Trays, etc.
The "Gift Shop" is located just inside the entrance to the
right. So arranged that you may walk right in and look
;o your heart's content—every article has a price tag
ittached with the price marked in plain figures.
We believe you'll welcome the opportunity to select from
such splendid assortments—and we believe you'll enjoy
the privilege of making your selection in privacy—-unaided
or unattended.

And, By The Way—
It is now no longer early, you know—It is in fact high time
for Christmas shopping.
Many who wait until later are going to be disappointed,
for, from now on, stocks will begin to show depletion,
nor can they be replaced.
Nearer to Christmas there is sure to be an acute shortage
in all lines of goods.

MARION, INDIANA

CHRISTMAS
Girr
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Circulation this issue
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700.
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that YOU ARE WISE when the I. A.

ECHO

oSefspJdal^n^lmmediate

Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the ways in which we can exert an influTaylor University Echo Company Students of Taylor University, Upland, ence in favor of this righteous moveIndiana, from October to June, both months inclusive.
™
-u u i. u • rn
Entered as Second Class Matter Oct. 15, 1913, at the postoffice at Upland, nient. lhere will be held in laylor
Ind., under Act of March 3, 1879.
on the first Friday in March the local
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.
X. p. A. Oratorical Contest which is
Editor-in-Chief
Francis W. Brown preliminary to the state COntest later
Associate Editor
A. Wesley Pugh in the spring We urge those who
Organization Editor
„
Miss Laura E. Neff wish to develop themselves as well as
Literary Editor
Miss Emma Tresler stimulate interest and add force to
Local Editor
George Fenstermacher tWg sp]endid cause to energenticall
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Miss Pauline Teed participate in this contest. It will
Alumni Editor
Ira J. Roberts afford yQu nQt Qn
an
tunit
Ythletic Editor
G. A. Stiles f
, • , ,
, ,
...
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
oratorical honors but will give a
Business Manager
'
„
John Bugher most invaluable training to everyone
Advertising Manager
John Ward Rose participating. To those who do not
Subscription Manager
J. C. Burke White feel qualified to participate thus, we
Circulation Manager
Randolph Webster offer another opportunity. As menTerms—$1.00 per annum (18 issues) in United States, if paid before tioned in the last issue of the ECHO,
Jan. I, 1920; $1.25 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1920; $1.25 per annum to Tayior is to have a Representative in
foreigii countries. Single copies, 10c.
,,
,.
.
, .
, _
.
the National contest at Des Moms,
our ffreai
PROHIBITION TODAY
Civil War? It is indeed a Iowa on January 3, 1920. Mr. Barton
new assertion of the old States' Rights R- Pogue will represent Taylor in this
To make a formal statement that Doctrine! And herein lies the im- contest and we feel certain that he
the Taylor University ECHO stands mediate and imperative task of the wiik not only do justice to himself
four-square for National and World- sane thinking, not to say Temperance and his Alma Mater but we also feel
wide Prohibtion would be a super- \oting, men and women of our nation, highly confident that he will carry
fluous task indeed. It is a proud tra- we must bring public sentiment to the National honors for Taylor Unidition of Taylor that in any social such a fervent heat that this Bolshe- versity. What a wonderful thing
or economic problem having a decided vistic disregard for federal law shall that would be for her! We can do a
moral aspect, she always stands squar- melt away and be consumed in its great deal by making Mr. Pogue feel
ly upon the side of right and is ever- refining fury.
that Taylor is unanimously behind
lastingly opposed to wrong, injustice,
But there are yet other tasks to be him with a strong I. P. A. Organizaor sin in the world regardless of how accomplished in the fight for prohi- tion and a splendid loyalty on the part
unpopular such a stand may be. The bition. The motto now is "The World of the whole school. Our delegates
cause of temperance, however, has for Prohibition in our Generation." will carry your spirit to him at the
become popular today. The fact that We must increase our vision and ac- convention and thus perhaps add the
the National Prohibition amendment tivities to embrace the globe. Calls last drop to the rising tide that shall
has been passed by congress and over- are now coming to Prohibition Ameri- bring victory to Taylor!
whelmingly ratified by the several ca from all quarters and it is her
In these various ways we see the
states thus making it an amendment duty to adequately respond by giving need and the fields to which duty calls
to the Federal Constitution operative loyally of her trained army of work- us in continuing the Prohibition moveon and after January 18 next, is a sub- ers to assist in organizing and waging ment. It is our part to realize the
ject of common conversation. Never- the battle in these countries. It is rresent need and respond to the call,
the less, a general lethargy exists and then for us who cannot actively en- We can do so in a very simple but
a widespread dearth of interest in gage to back these workers with a very effective way by following out
the subject is manifest especially on strong sentiment at home and with the suggestions offered in this short
the part of those favoring prohibition, financial support.
survey of the present situation.
These conditions should cause us to
There are certain specific ways that
—
realize that cur task is not yet fully we as students of Taylor University
If you put upon one side all the
accomplished. The battle is only can render our support to this great good that the Angol-Saxon race has
half won. Legal action or Federal cause. First of all we can back a d°ne to the backward nations of the
amendments are worthless without world-wide organization and create world through missionary activity and
rigid law enforcement. There is at public sentiment at home by joining upon the other side the harm that has
present a widespread disrespect for the local chapter of the Intercollegiate been done through the opium and
this last amendment to our constitu- Prohibition Association—the world- liquor traffic, my judgement is that
tion. This spirit is a great menace wide temperance organization among the harm that has been done overto law-abiding America. It has be- College men. By thus backing this balances the good,
come so pronounced that a governor great movement, we will do our bit
Bishop McConnell, in address at
has recently been elected over one of toward adding to the mighty tide of Columbus, 1918.
our fair s tates who openly avows that prohibition activity and sentiment,
fie will do all within his power to see Each of us can thus back a great
that thi= particular federal law doe3 movement by simply afiliating our- The college man who crossed the
not become operative within the con- selves with this splendid and mighty Atlantic to fight militarism is not the
fines of his state. Have we not here organization for World service in the one to be a quitter when the fight
the identical situation and contention, realm of prohibition and social uplift, against alcoholism is carried across
the settlement of which necessitated A word to the wise is sufficient. Show the ocean.
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Overcoats Reasonably
Priced and Suits
Likewise
It is true that we are all experiencing "After War Prices," and clothing
along with everything else is unusually high-priced, but we believe in some
instances wrong impressions have gone out and erroneous ideas formed as to
just what amount of money is required to buy a suit or overcoat.
Frequent trips to market and keeping everlastingly on the job has enabled
us to get deliveries of merchandise we would not have otherwise gotten.
We have marked these goods on purchase price basis—not on market price
and for

$35
you will be able to get yourself a good suit or coat.
Our entire assortment at this price is a comprehensive showing of the
season's best models.
If you expect to spend Christmas "at home" and want to dress up a bit, you
will do well to come in and find just what we have to please you, and it will
be our pleasure to show you.

Price Clothing Co,
Marion, Ind.
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CAVE MEN
USED GOOD
ROOFING
A THANKSGIVING MISHAP

ever forget such a scene?
"Oh, I say, stop! that's way beyond
The solid mountain was their
my imagination. It makes me feel so
"Cheerful outlook."
shelter from rain. They spent
"What's the trouble?" sweetly in hollow."
This brought a hearty laugh from
no time in repairs. We can't
quired Flora.
"Don't know; I'll have it fixed short both. Jim could not help admiring
expect such permanence today.
ly though," replied Jim not so sweet her rosy cheeks and the facinating
ly, for if you have ever had a simi- curls which hung in ringlets. During
Your roofs require periodical
liar experience you know an auto driv this time, Floria was not loosing an
er does not like being asked what has opportunity to size up Jim to her en
inspection and repair and a good
tire satisfaction, for Jim was a hand
gone wrong with his machine.
time to put on new roofings is
By this time he was beneath the some looking fellow.
before you do spring decorating.
car, only a pair of thick soled shoes
By this time there was considerable
being visible. All of his energy was exeitment at the Jones ranch. What
wasted, however, for he dragged him could have happened to Jim and
Attend to it early. This is
self out and up, shoved his hands into Floria? Mrs. Jones insisted that she
a good time to get the job done.
his pockets, gave a deep disgusted should have gone along as chaperon.
We have the best roofiings, just
sigh and walked over to Fiona.
Finally Mr. Jones consented to go in
what you need for house, garage
"Nothing doing."
search for them.
or barn, and can make prompt
Floria smiled.
It did not take Jones long to cover
deliveries.
Jim took a bird's eye view of the the four mile distance with his best
landscape and exclaimed, "I can't lo team hitched to a light sleigh. He
cate the trouble, and we are just found them completly absorbed in
about four miles from anywhere. I each other discussing the characteris
could manage to walk, but you could tics of Mutt and Jeff. They were
not make your way throug these assisted into the sleigh while the
drifts. It isn't packed down, for I bright new car was left for one more
was the ony one this way today. I'll experienced in machinery. On the
tell you, I'll go ahead for help; and way Jim asked, "Wouldn't you like
you wait here."
to go to my party to night." and to
Floria viewed the sky for it was Jones, "I'll see that we have something
evident that they were in for more to ride in that we can rely upon. You
| Call and Study Our Samples
snow. "No, you wait a little while. fix it up with the Mrs."
i Telpehone 211
Upland, Ind.
Someone will probably come along this
"A party did you say?
I'd just
i
way presently."
love to go."
i
The snow had hugun to fall, the
Jones told his wife later that they i
wind to blow, and the day gave way reminded him of a story he heard
to twilight. They collected up the once about the sack of sugar. The
blankets, and wrapped themselves sack said to the sugar "Oh how sweet
snugly, and settled comfortably in the you are!" The sugar replied to the
back seat. "I do wish someone would sack, "I'm *111 wrapped up in you."
Here's A New Perfume
come, I'm about starved," said Floria
DELL STILES.
"Here, this is the best I can do," re
plied Jim, as he handed her a stick of THE GREAT CASTLE
chewing gum, at the same time thrust
IN THE FOREST
It's a bouquet combination said '
ing one m his own mouth. "Just im
to contain the odors of 20 to 30 ,
agine this was turkey roasted, oh,
Kathleen found herself, far, far
different flowers.
At any rate a ;
so brown, and dressing, and potatoes away from her home and happy
delightful sensation in perfume. ,
Ladies should come and see it.
;
with lo's of rich gravy—"
friends, quite alone. Instead of walls
Potatoes and cranberries.
adorned with costly pictures, the sul
Potatoes and hot biscuits just an len grey wood stood about her. The
even brown crust with the butter melt wind howled pitiably through the
New Bank Bldg.
Marion, i
ing between them. How could one naked branches and more than once
(Continued from Inst issue)
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she heard it utter her name.
Looking to the right, she noticed
that the trees bowed low before the
wind, but to her left, they stood tall
COMPLETE LINE OF
and stately; and, knowing it was use
less to attempt to make her way
Hardware, Plumbing Supplies
through the tempest tossed brush,
she tripped off beneath the majestic
Sheet Metal Work and Auto Tires
trees, assuring herself there was noth
ing to be feared and lots to be gained
by the exploit she had determined to
make.
She had gone but a few steps
Hartford City, Indiana
in this direction, when sweet strains
of music met her ears. Perhaps it
was some old Italian love song, so
luring was the melody. Every tree
about her hummed the melody and
OOOOOCOOOOOOOC&OOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOCOOOGO
then faint words became more distinct.
She listened intently to the words.
I'm gentle wanderer of the dale,
I'll guide your lonely way.
To where yon music cheers the vale
With melody so gay.
Kathleen looked about her, and be
hold—why didn't she see it before?—
the ruins of a stately castle! Slowly
and causiously she tiptoed to the door
of the Castle and turned the rusty
key in the lock. Her little heart beat
violently for it was the very sort of
adventure she had always longed for
and now her wish had come true.
The huge door swung open; and the
child unconsciously stepped in. What
a sight met her eager gaze! She was
in the midst of a great hall. Massive
dust covered Gothic windows permit
ted merely sufficient light to discern
that Gothic architecture had been con
structed throughout—the doors along
either side of the hall; the ceiling,
which began to arch just a little above
the doors and even the portraits
carried
out
the
Gothic
style.
Sable draperies hung here and there
about the walls. The floor
was
Every man is interested in wearing
marble, but age had burned its orig
inal shade into a dark brown; and
something that will improve his
indeed in some places it was so dis
personal appearance.
figured that our little wanderer pict
ured a bloody conflict between two
heroic Knights.
Sweaters, roll collars, V neck
$7.50 and $10.00
The doors, leading from this cor
Silk Mufflers
$3.50 and $4.00
ridor, were of many sizes; and the
Wool Mufflers
1
1 $1.50
passage-ways beyond, were lost from
Kid Gloves
_
$1.50 to $5.00
sight through utter darkness. There
Auto Guantlets
—
$3.00 to $5.00
was only one closed door. Strange
Silk Socks
$1.00 to $1.50
that it should be the most massive.
Neckwear
I
$1.00 to $3.00
Yes, it was locked and bolted oh, so
securely that Kathleen was afraid to
Underwear, Shirts and Shoes in all grades.
go farther. She would go back, but
how ? for at this very moment the
great door, through which she had
entered, closed with a crash, that sent
Upland
Gas City
echoes, rolling afar off among sable
draperies. They became weak and
undistinguished and so faded away.
Not even the sweet strains of music

Hartford Hardware Co

Just the Things He

'll

Want

GOLDEN EAGLE
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nor the howling wind broke the mon and then, as she hurried along, she
otonous stillness that followed. The stopped a moment to watch the Gothic
great door had really locked and now Castle slowy fading from view.
•
•
HELEN HALL |
was our little prisoner to wait her
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
?
fate within these ruins? The dark
f Office & Hospital, 214 N. High St. I
ness beyond the open doors was like
"BAH!"
i
Hartford City, Ind.
i
Having but a limited sense of
a wall. No, she would not go farther.
And then the dusky hall grew darker humor myself, I am forced to rely up
and the little figure in tlie center of on the judgment of others in my se
the great hall trembled with fear. lection of a humorous subject. The
She must do somthing, but what could following incident is one which I re
Office over Bank
she do? Must she venture through frain from terming as exactly humor
Phones:
one of those passage-ways. There ous or in the least conducive to the
Office 951.
Residence 951-2
had been music to lure her into the tickling of my funny bone. However
Upland, Indiana
castle, but now there was nothing— my mother, father and brother put
net even light, to guide her. On tip Milton's Laughter, holding both its
toes she advanced towards the great sides, to shame in their expression of
Student Patronage Solicited.
door, touched the heavy lock and then merriment at my expense. Allow me
For SERVICE See Us.
sighed mournfully. There was no to philosophize here a little and say
that
such
is
the
perversity
of
human
key! She tugged at the great bolt,
The first Hardware Store on
but it would not respond. She was nature. What is interesting to one
your way down town.
is
considered
dry
by
another;
what
about to turn away when her tiny
UPLAND, INDIANA.
fingers pressed a something that yield gives one pain gives another pleasure.
ed. She had pressel the magic but And just at this point allow me to
ton and the great lock fell to the pause upon the threshold of logic and
marble floor, and the bolt swung back remark that with the aforementioned
and released the heavy door. Kath truth in mind, this theme ought to
leen cautiously peeped into the little give you pleasure because, alas, it
crevice and behold—the door did not is giving me great pain.
But now permit me to plunge at
lead into another corridor as she had
anticipated; but instead, a large cab once into the heart of the tragedy.
Once upon a time—Ouch! A heavy
inet stood before her. Her heart
leaped with exaltation at such a vict weight fly that had entered winter
ory, and having thrown the door wide quarters, during our cold meather,
open a double range of small drawer's just now stepped forth from his state
appeared in view with some larger of confinement and fasting, and hop
drawers above and below them, and in ped right upon my nose. Entrenched
the center a small door, closed also upon this strategical point, the au
with lock and key, perhaps it was a dacious glutton intended to gorge
cavity of great importance. With himself. However, ere he had man
cheeks flushed with hope and an eye ipulated two good sized mouthfuls
the extreme of my right appendage
straining with curiosity, her fingers
grasped the hande of a drawer and was seen rapidly moving in the direc
drew-it open. It was empty. With tion of said sexepede. Result intend
less alarm she seized a second, a third, ed, the knocking of said sexepede in
Result acquired, a
a fourth, each was equally empty. to next week.
complete
blotting
out of the beauty of
She could now hear the howling wind;
the sable draperies swung to and fro said frontice piece, which in common
in the grim castle, and only the mid terminology is called a nose. But
dle section remained to be examined. again I must ask you to permit me to
It was her only hope. A rusty key beg of you once more to allow me
We have a fine stock
stuck in the lock. After moving it permission to force tears to your eyes
in every possible way for some mo by my aforementioned tale of woe.
of silverware ready
I have to admit that I have been on
ments with the determined celerity
for
your inspection.
of hope's last effort, the great door a farm only once in my life to stay
suddenly yielded." No wonder Kath longer than a day. But this one time
Nothing finer
for
leen had heard the wind, and no wond afforded me the required amount of
Christmas
presents.
er the heavy hangings had moved; opportunity to acquaint myself with
for the cabinet proved to be, not a all the pleasant things of farm life. I
secret vault but a secret passage-way have reference to the many friendly
leading to the much traveled highway, greetings you receive from strangers,
to Kathleen the highway of success falling in ditches, getting lost in the
Upland, Ind.
woods, and making fast friends with
and happiness.
But,
It was growing late. The mysteri all the animals on the farm.
ous music had ceaser, and as Kathleen alas, I realized although only six
stepped out into the open the secret years o!d at the time of my initiation
door closed behind her. With hasty to country life, that these little oc
step she started homeward, and now currences often prove embarrassing

W.A. HOLLIS, M.D. I

DR. 0. L. STOUT

SERVICE HDW. CO.

Carroll Hdw.
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to one who has spent his entire life
in the city.
It is with a feeling of awe, pride
and revenge that I think of my in
troduction to a certain sheep on the
farm. I say awe, because I declared
afterwards that 'it was awful"; pride,
because I pride myself upon the
quickness and agility with which I re
treated from the scene of action; and
revenge, because I still consider my
self that sheep's debtor.
The scene of my tragedy is laid in
the center of the sheep's pen. How
ever, as soon as the action begins you
will notice that the scene quickly
changes. I entered the pen with no
feeling of hostility whatsoever, and
having often heard the saying, "as
meek as a lamb," and knowing that a
sheep is nothing but a grown lamb,
I believed that I would find my host
as amiable as I. So it was with a
feeling of pure and unadulterated al
truism that I held out a branch of
leaves for the sheep to eat. At first
the quadruped seemed greatly pleas
ed and nibbled away. But soon he
must have forgotten the altruistic
part of my feelings and intended to
make it a give-and-take proposition.
He backed to the other side of the pen
and lowered his head. "Surely," I
thought, "he isn't bashful."
I soon
found out that he wasn't bashful and
had no idea of the meaning of that
word. Like some people's actions, his
needed an explanation.
The sheep had but recently ac
quired a good strong pair of horns.
Added to this was the fact that some
boys on the farm had taught the
sheep to butt whenever a fist was dis
played in its presence. In holding the
branch of leaves my fingers were dou
bled in, and the sheep noticed it and
took offense.
The object of my good intentions re
mained in that hostile position but a
moment. Then it was coming, com
ing, coming, and just that quick I was
going, going, going, out through a
small opening in the side of the pen.
This hole led into the orchard
where the hogs were kept. Now,
hogs I had already classed in my
mind as something to be avoided if
one valued one's life, and a hog was
the first thing which greeted my half
crazed gaze'. I ran back to the hole
and hesitated.
Now, please permit me to ask you
to thoroughly rqalize the gravity of
my position. ''Hogs to the right of
me, sheep to the left of me, sheep and
hogs in front of me, volleyed and
thundered." Now to go on with our
second handed poetry in place of the
line "Bravely they rode, etc" I will
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CAMPUS TOGS
for Young Men
Suits and Overcoats
$30.00 to $45.00

Phil Lyon Clothing Co.
Marion, Ind.

When in Marion
Eat at the

* ;

City Meat Market

\ J

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS
All kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats
Fish and Oysters
Heinz Pickles.
Fresh Milk
•
Oleomargarine
i
I
Fleisch man's Yeast
Bread, Crackers, Etc.

I!

1

BACHELOR'S CAFE
Prices Reasonable

Broderick & Ballinger
Upland, Ind.

WE ARE OFTEN REMINDED
By people who present themselves for eye examination that they
do not want glasses unless they need them. Certainly not, and
what is more, glasses will not be recommended unless they are
needed. If a glass offers you nothing in the way of bettered vision,
improved general health, or greater personal comfort, you do not
need glasses and we will tell you so.

DR. J. E. JOHNSON
EYE SPECIALIST
Marion, Ind.

504-505 Marion Nat'l. Bank Bldg.

This year, the same as in previous years,
Students desiring the best in high class photo
graphy, come to us.
WE WANT YOU TO KNOW.

DEXHEIMER & BEITLER
High Class Photographers
Third and Adams.

Marion, Ind.
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have to say, "Trembling he stood,
etc." Without much loss of time the
fact was forced upon my much af
fected mentality that I would have to
decide the question as to the exact di
rection that I would go, in extricat
ing myself from my precarious situa
tion. It was a question of importance
raised to the Nth power. One glance
which covered the territory on each
side at once showed me that the
sheep was the more distant, so 1
shot back through the pen, scrambled
over the fence on the other side, with
the sheep at my heels. A motion pic
ture of my mad run for the house
would be the only thing which could
reproduce the fastness with which my
friendship resulted.
So, today, I relish mutton on a plat
ter, but detest sheep on legs.

THE HOME OF JOAN OF ARC

A little village in the northwestern
pert of Prance, much revered by the
French people, is that of Domremy.
However small and unpretentious it
now is, yet in 1412 (eighty years be
fore our fair America was discovered)
there was born in one of its stone huts,
Joan of Arc, who played such an im
portant role in the drama of French
history. It was she who seventeen
years later delivered Orleans to
France from the hands of the English.
In April 1919, while making a
tour of the battle front, it was my
good fortune to visit the home of
Joan of Arc. Domremy is pictureesquely located on the gentle slopes
of a hillside, overlooking a beautiful
valley, beyond which, rises a chain
of hills or low mountains. The little
village is approached by a narrow
winding road branching off from the
main thoroughfare.
This village does not differ intrin
sically in its beauty from that of any
other French village, for they are all
beautiful and bear a close resemblance
one to another. Stone houses with
red tile roofs, narrow winding streets
filled with children with an occosional
public fountain here, or a large stone
crucifix there, characterize any French
village, for these' are attributes held
in common.
The house in which Joan of Arc
was born is near the central part of
the village. It is made of stone, the
walls being about a foot and a half
thick. The windows are extremely
small and, owing to the unusual thick
ness of the walls, admit but little
light. The house is surrounded by
ragged evergreen tress which add to
the cheerlessness. The room in which
she was born is scarcely ten feet
square and is lighted by a single tiny
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window. It has more the appearance
of a prison cell than of a bed room.
It seems as if the very atmosphere
in which this French girl lived would
be conducive to visions. There are
three or four rooms down stairs and
one or two up stairs. The upstairs
is now used as a museum in which
are displayed some of her banners,
statues and furniture. In front of
the house is a large statue by Mercie.
The church in which she was baptized
stands nearby. It is still in use and
all of these buildings are in a good
state of preservation. After seeing
this humble house and the shell shat
tered houses along the battle front
to which people were returning, the
more and more confirmed in my mind
became these word:
"There is never a leaf nor a blade too
mean,
To be some happy creature's palace."
But to preserve the birthplace of
Joan of Arc would not be paying her
homage enough. Outside of the vil
lage, upon the spot where she had her
vision, is erected a beautiful cathed
ral, a monument to her memory. The
shining brass covered spire of this
towering cathedral can be seen at a
great distance. The interior of the
cathedral is richly furnished and
beautifully decorated. The floors are
of tile, layed in well designed mosaics.
Painted on the walls are pictures by
famous artists. There is a series of
pictures portraying the eventful peri
ods of her short life. The blending
colors of light, affected by the beauti
fully stained glass windows, have
a most pleasant effect upon the in
terior. Marble stairs lead to the
various floors. French skill and art
is evidenced throuout the interior and
exterior portions of the cathedral.
But in paying Joan of Arc the trib
ute and homage which are so justly
due her, the French could not pile
stones high enough in the erection of
monumental cathedrals to her mem
ory, to right the wrongs of the church
and state which were responsible for
her ignominious death.
"The time is certainly opportune
for tremendous efforts here in Great
Britian. The leaders here would wel
come a movement in the colleges if the
way could be opened. What would
you think of pushing this after Christ
mas ? And would your organization
assist in directing and financing
the
work, and to what extent?"
Letter to I. P. A. from Miss Mary
F. Balcomb, former General secretary
of the Young People's Civic League
of Chicago, and now temperance work
er in England.

McCREIGHT
RESTAURANT
UPLAND, INDIANA

Good Eats
Right Prices

Tonsorial Work
Classy Haircuts for
Students
VIRGIL RITTER
Next to McCreight Restaurant.
Upland, Indiana

TRUEBLOOD
DRY CLEANING & PRESSING {
ROSE BROTHERS
Agents at Taylor University. f
t-

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists
C. C. Faris.

Emil Faris

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE __
MARION, IND.

All the latest
Sheet Music,
Victor Records
and
Player Rolls.
Home of
Steinway
Pianos and
other leading
' makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos.

House of Butler
Marion, Ind.
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent.
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DAILY CHRONICLE

The man who has been regretting
that the war ended before he could get
Friday, Nov. 21.—Ruth Kinnearin should take courage; the struggle
gave a dinner party. "Sam the Meth-for social justice, civic righteousness,
odist" relates the appealing story of and world prohibition offers a chalhis life at the evening service.
lenge to every red-blooded man who
Saturday, Nov. 22.—Girl's Debating has a conscience, a heart, and a brain,
club have the only debate of the eve- as well as red blood.
ning. A good sermon by Mr. Polovina
(or "Sam") in the revival meeting at
A Faculty Union at the University
(or "Sam," in the revival meeting at of Montana, declares the Chicago Post.
7:30.
The dispatch goes on to say that the
Sunday, Nov. 23.—Revival contin- new union is affiliated with the Amues in Taylor. Sam the Methodist erican Federation of Labor,
with unusually striking messages,
But what we wanted to say is, "How
holds interested audiences at all three, much will you bet that the students
services of the day.
ask an injunction if the union ever
Monday, Nov. 24.—Evening service calls a strike?"
with Dr. Vayhinger as the preacher.
There is a growing interest in the
One woman and six men will conrevival.
test in the national Oratorical ConTuesday, Nov. 25.—Mr. Smith rep- test of the I. P. A. at Des Moins, Jan.
resents the Intercollegiate Prohibition 5, 1920. Miss Margaret Garrison,
Association in a chapel address.
Willamette University, Oregon, the
Wednesday, Nov. 26.—The good old only woman in the case, is the third
catalogue defended our vaction loyally woman orator ever to attain as far
with the result that many students sa the national contest, although there
may now be seen wending their joyful have been many woman orators in
way to the railroad station.
the lower steps. The only woman to
Tuesday, Nov. 27.—That rain posi- win honors in a national was Miss
tive'y refused to turn to snow, or even Mamie White, winner of second place
to stop being rain, but we all have an in 1904.
enjoyable Thanksgiving day. A sure
enough Thanksgiving dinner at the
The old Bourbon State for prohibidining hall, and also elaborate decora- tion! Who would have believed it ten
tions for the occassion by Mr. Kemp, years ago ? And yet Kentucky did
Friday, Nov. 28.—Belated, Thanks- approve national prohibition by a popgiving boxes continue arriving. Very ular vote on November 4. The world
much rain. A few students enjoy a sure do move,
party at the Stephens home.
Saturday, Nov. 29.—Terrific wind
storm, with plenty of rain for good
measure.
DENTIST
Sunday, Nov. 30.—So cold that only
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.
a few students attempt the walk to
MARION, IND.
church in the morning. Revival meet
ings close with the evening service.
Monday, Dec. 1.—Students return »
from vacation trips home and else- I
where with stories of holiday good ?
For Photographs of all kinds. £
times guaranteed to make the less j Enlargements
Kodak Work '
fortunate ones "green" with envy.
i Cirkut Photos, 2 to 3 ft In length i
Framing to Order.
f
Tuesday, Dec. 2.—"Sam the Metho- |
Indiana *
dist" pays us a fleeting
visit. Mr. t Hartford City
Huffman, of Bluffton, Ohio also visits
in chapel.
Wednesday, Dec. 3.—Breakfast serv- f
ed in the Domestic Science room by one £
of the cooking classes. Much sudden |
and frantic basket ball enthusiasm on |
the part of the girls.
•

The lesson was on abstract and
concrete nouns. "A concrete noun,"
said the teacher, "is the name of
something you can see, like a tree or
a house." An. abstract noun is the
name of something ryou. can . not see.
"Abundance," is,,ap .abstract noun.
Has any one everJseen',."abundance ?"
Small boy in the'clasd'—"No teacher
I have never seen a bun dance but I
have seen a cake walk."
Miss Echeberger—"I ate so much at
that Thanksgiving dinner that I sent
only half my plate back."
A dollar does not go far, still it
seems to get beyond calling distance.
—Columbia Record.
Maby the dove of peace is earning
by parcel post—Cumberland News.
Newspaper or Hemp? We haven't
heard much of the Kaiser lately. It
is time he had a head line all to him
self.—London Opinion.
Success isn't so much getting what
you want as getting what other peo
ple want.
Companions in Crime—Customer,
"Do you make any reduction for those
in the same line of business?
Waiter—"Yes, are you a restaurant
keeper?"
Customer—"No—I'm a robber."

Harry F. Gravelle

TUTTLE
"SEZ"
Big stock of Winter Shoes and
Rubbers now ready. Protect
your soles with Turtle's Rubbers.
Best values at lowest prices al
ways. "Sez Turtle."

NELSON STUDIO j

TUTTLE SHOE CO.
HARTFORD..CITY; INBuv

KEEVER'S GARAGE

WOMEN'S WEAR

UPLAND, INDIANA

THE QUEEN CITY

Appreciation1—Husband, (handing|
his wife some money): There, Amelia f
is the money you needed, and it has
bothered me a little to get it for you.
I think I deserve a little applause."
Wife—"Applause? Why, my dear,
I think you deserve an encore."

OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK
MARION, IND.
Phone 58

Auto Supplies, Repairing,

Storage and Auto Livery.
| Pronounced by Stats Fire Mart shall one of finest garages in the
? state.

j

Give Us a Trial
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ORGANIZATIONS
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THOTS THAT INSPIRE

"Failure is blindness to the strategic
element in events; success is readiness
for instant action when the opportune
monment arrives."—Newell D. Hillis.
PRAYER BAND REPORT
Find out what your temptations are,
Wie feel that praise must be given and you will find out largely what
to the Lord for the way He has put you
are
yourself.—Henry
Ward
His seal upon our Band in answers Beecher.
to Drayer. We bless His dear name
as we have seen many for whom we
I. P. A. REPORT
have been praying finding their way
to the feet of Jesus, during our re
On Tuesday morning Nov. 25, the
vival meetings. All praise belongs to
the
chaPel service was Siven over to
Him, for He laid the burden on, giving
a prevailing spirit of prayer and thus a field secretary of the Inter Collegiate
the victory thru Christ Jesus.
Prohibition Association, Mr. G. R.
We are beginning to grasp the pos- Schmldt of Chicago. The service was
sibilities which are ours thru prayer, a very interesting and educational one.
In his short forceful address Mr. Schdso
c.
yj nave
have been
uccu waiting
wciioiiig much
iiiut.ii iuci.ut
beforec wour
ui
great teacher that we too might learn
the deeper secrets of prayer. In answer, He has permitted many requests
to come, and many from our former
students. Several requests have come
from a distance but it has not seemed
far to take them to the throne when
our blessed Lord is leading us.
Our hearts were greatly blessed in
our last service to hear the voices of
those who had just lately found the
Lord, pouring out their soul's desire
for the first time in public. We realize that our work is not over for these
who are young in our midst must have
a helping hand on unto perfection,
and what better way than to be found
often at the place of prayer.
I know our former students will be
cheered to know that in every Prayer
Band service they are remembered in
prayer. Many individuals, pastorates
and mission stations are being remembered by name. "God forbid that we
should sin against the Lord in ceasing
to pray for you."

SOANGETAHA DEBATING
CLUB
On Saturday evening, Nov. 22, the
Soangetaha Debating club met in open
session. A lively debate followed the
business meeting. The question discussed was: Resolved that Thanksgiving Day be changed from the last
Thursday in November to November
eleventh. The affirmative was upheld
with great feeling by Misses Faulder
and Bingham.
Misses Teed and
Rector argued so sorcibily against this
proposal that the judges assented to
their views.
Mr. Roberts one of the
gentleman visitors gave a very helpful criticism on the debate.
Every one is welcome to attend this
club which mets every Saturday evening at 6:30 to discuss various topics
of interest.

BEN BRADFORD
i

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland

Indiana I

J

0. C. BOWEN & CO.
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
GROCERIES,
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
Upland
INDIANA

Trueblood Laundry I
.

ROSE BROTHERS
midt £ave a raPid suryey of the Past i
attainments, present goals, and future |
i
Agents at Taylor University
ProsPects of the I. P. A.
The speaker, first
of all, explained thc nature of the organization to those few who miR'ht have been unfamiliar ..
wlth lts Past history.
After stating f
our Present national situation in rethe signing up of members for our j
'°cal chapter of the I. P. A. organiza- j
a"°tted chapel time occurred and ne- f
gard to Prohibition, he stirred up our |
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS |
minds by way
both realization and |
j
rememberance of our present possi-| A fine line of Fresh Candies,
bdities.
He further gave a panarama j
MRS. MARY HOLMES, Prop.
tbe w°rld need of prohibition, tell- $
n
' ^ °fthe calls that had come in from | University Addition. Phone 334
various countries and making us keenaware of our vast opportunities for 4
winning the world to Prohibition with'n our generation. The service had
a most natural and fitting
climax in
^i°n- The usual over-stepping of the
cessitated an announcement of a business meeting to be held at 12:45 to
elect officers for the year. The re
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE
sults follow:
4
FAMILY.
President
J. Floyd Seelip|
Vice-President
Ira J. Roberts f
HOSIERY, NOTIONS
Secretary
Mae Rector 1
RUBBERS
Treasurer.
Harold Slagg !
Reporter
Francis W. Brown f
UPLAND.
JONESBORO
Arrange ments were made for the |
annual Oratorical Contest to be held 1
on the first Friday of March. It was
also decided to send a delegate to the
National Contest at Des Moins, Iowa. •'
THE
At a meeting on December 2, Mr.|
Roberts was chosen as the delegate, f
SI.50 per year in Advance
He, with the four delegates to the I
Weekly news of Taylor Uni- ,
National Students Volunteer Conven-|
versity as well as Upland,
tion who will also attend, will make f
Matthews and surrounding ter
a splendid delegation to represent I
ritory.
f
JOB PRINTING, STATION- ?
Taylor and back up Mr. Barton R. I
ERY, RUBBER STAMPS
J
Pogue, who is our contestant for Na- T
Buy your practice paper for f
tional honors. Mr. Roberts will also
typewriter and theme writing ?
be the official ECHO delegate and re- I
here and save money.
|
porter who will bring back to all of
us a first hand enthusiastic report of j
W. E. Yeater, Mgr.
Upland|
the contest and the Convention.
*.

j

The Holmes Grocery j
EATS

j

ECONOMY STORE

Community Courier;

1

i
j Yeater Printing- Co. j
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SIMPLICIMUS
Mrs. Faulder—Do you want a job
digging potatoes ?
Mr. Kearick—"Yes, provided it's
digging 'em out of the gravy."
Miss Cope—"The girls are inviting
you boys to a 'sing' in the parlors this
evening."
Rosebud—"Well, when I come over
in that parlor, I come for something
besides singing."
Mr. Pugh, in a letter to Columbia
City. "What is it that makes a horse
go, a dog come, and a man stay? If
you can't guess it, just think of the
first thing you are going to give away
when you see me."
Nelson—"I say, I know a dentist
who's a most awful pessimist."
Miss Spiers—"O, how's that?"
Nelson—"Why, he's always looking
down in the mouth, of course."
Job Minters—"I had a fall last night
which rendered me unconsieious for
six hour."
Miss Miles—"Really!
Where did
you fall?"
Job—" I fell asleep!"
"Florence, what are you doing out
there ?"
"I'm looking at the moon, mother."
"Well, tell the moon to go home, and
you come off that porch. It's tenthirty."
'What magazine will give me the
highest position quickest?" Asked an
ambitious young writer. "A popular
magazine, if you contribute a fiery
ms.gizine, if you contribute a firey
article!" was the reply.

SOME FIGURES ON UNIVER
SITY ENROLLMENTS
These figures are for October, 1919,
and are furnished by the registrars of
the institutions named. Exclusive of
univertsity extension, night school or
summer school students.
Institution.
Total
Univ. of Michigan
8255
New York University
7614
Ohio State Univ
7244
Univ. of Wisconsin
6987
Univ. of Pennsylvania
6846
Univ. of Texas
3679
Yale Univ.
3461
Univ. of Kansas
3305
la. State Coll. of Ag
3293
Univ. of Missouri
3116
Pa. State College
3065
Syracuse University
4800

SPORTING GOODS
Special sale on 150 Jersey Sweaters,
Regular $6.00 value, special price

Jt Q

LIEBER HARDWARE CO.,
Hartford City, Ind.

CORRECT
-DRESS-

gj|

,j§yjj

Business and Dress
Clothes, like Even
ing Attire fail in
their purpose, tf'sp
they are not abso- ^ ,
lutely correct in the
smallest detail —
Blumenthal's repu- «
tation gives satisfactory assurance
in this respect.

4 #Jlff
iplpPi jl| u i M|

'iw®.

j
j

1
i

-Including Wornen's apparel also\

oyright 1919 Hart Schaffner & Marx

BLUMENTHAL & CO.
MARION, IND.
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I feel I owe it to Taylor to express my gratitude for what it has
done for me in the past. Last year, when I came to the State Normal in Mount Pleasant, I did not know how much of my college
credits would be accepted toward a Life Certificate. You may know
I was pleased when they gave me a whole year's credit just as tho
I had taken it here. I received my certificate in June.
The students, who are in Taylor, can not fully appreciate the
school until they have been away from its influence. The battles
that we meet out from Taylor only make us thankful that we had
such a place to be.
I should enjoy attending one of the week-day prayer services.
How I wish I might join in a Prayer Band service to-night. I need
the prayers of God's faithful ones.
I intend some day to return to Taylor, and it still has a place in
my heart.

s
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Enclosed find my check to be used for Taylor's need.

For Catalog, write President M. Vayhinger

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
UPLAND, INDIANA
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